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Vice President’s Message: 
First Steps 

By Frances Caballo 
 

It’s January, that time of year when we try to take the first bold steps toward accomplishing the 
goals we made for ourselves back in December. Every year I resolve to change a habit or start (or 
finish) a project, but by the time February arrives all of my good intentions have faded.  
For several years, my goal was to finish my novel. Guess what? I still haven’t finished it. 
My main problem is that I can never decide on one resolution. There are so many areas of my life 
to improve and projects to wrap up that I usually come up with a half dozen ideas – and then feel 
completely overwhelmed. So I did some research on how to make New Year’s resolutions. 

1. Don’t select a previous New Year’s resolution that you never fulfilled in the past. Start 
 fresh.  

2. Be specific. Instead of resolving to finish my novel, I need to commit to polishing a certain 
number of chapters or writing a certain number of words each week. 

3. Don’t be tempted by all projects you could undertake in 2012. The experts suggest picking one to ensure 
success.  

4. Start with small steps. If you want to get your stories published, commit to submitting your work to two 
publications in 2012.  

5. If by February you still haven’t submitted a story to Vintage Voices, refocus and give yourself kudos for at least 
making an effort. Then work on your schedule – or your motivation – to return to your original intention. 

6. Enlist your own personal cheerleaders to keep you working toward your goal. 
7. Consider journaling to keep your focus on your goal and to record your progress. 

My goal for 2012 is to write 1,000 words each week for my novel. Who wants to remind me in February? 
 
About the Author: Frances Caballo, owner of ACT Communications, has 22 years of communications and resource 
development experience. She has worked with small businesses and local, regional and national nonprofits at all levels of 
management. Presently, she is the Social Media Editor and a board vice president for Redwood Writers. She specializes 
in helping writers, small businesses and nonprofits with their social media marketing, external communications, and fund 
development needs. Frances is bilingual in English and Spanish. 

 

Editor’s Note:  Frances Caballo is starting off 2012 with the first of three articles by our three new vice presidents for 
Redwood Writers.  Arlene Miller and Elaine Webster will write for us in the February and March issues. The three V.P.’s 
messages will take the place of Linda Reid’s articles as President of the Redwood Writers. 
 
While Frances Caballo’s article is titled “First Steps,” I hope you’re planning ahead to the Redwood Writers Conference 
set for April 28th at Santa Rosa Junior College. The conference has a theme of “Next Steps.”  It’ll be kicked off by Poetry 
Night on Friday April 27th featuring Al Young as our keynote poet with emcee Juanita J. Martin. Poetry Night will be held 
at the Flamingo Hotel. —Robin Moore          1 
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Redwood Writers  
General Meeting 
On Sunday, January 8th

, the Redwood Writers 

will feature guest speaker Teresa LeYung Ryan. The 
meeting runs from 3:00 to 5:00 p.m. with check-in and 
social time starting at 2:30 p.m. The meeting will be 
held in the Empire Room at the Flamingo Hotel in 
Santa Rosa. Fees of $5 for members and $8 for non-
members are asked to help cover the cost of the room 
and the refreshments. 
 
Title:  Writing Career Make Over  
with Coach Teresa LeYung Ryan 
 
Learn how to: 
• reveal  your  “picture-of-success” to create your model 
• understand your unique motivators & modus operandi 
• blend the “who, what, when, where”  your way, fun way 
Coach Teresa will choose 3 writers from the audience—representing the 3 umbrella genres (fiction, narrative non-
fiction, and prescriptive non-fiction a.k.a. how-to books)—and guide them in this interactive session. Everyone will 
receive Coach Teresa’s “Writing-Career-Make-Over” template.  Q&A to please all. 
 
Bio: 

Coach Teresa LēYung-Ryan wears 3 hats and has helped over 1,000 writers take steps to further their careers.   
• She’s the author of Build Your Writer’s Platform & Fanbase In 22 Days: Attract Agents, Editors, Publishers, Readers, 

and Media Attention NOW (a workbook for anyone who has anything to promote—available in print edition 
and as E-book). 

• As a manuscript consultant, she shows authors how to identify themes and archetypes. 
• Using her novel  Love Made of Heart (to inspire adult children of mentally ill parents to speak openly about the 

stigmas and find resources for their families) she demonstrates the power of making one’s name synonymous 
with the themes/subject matters/issues one writes about. 

http://www.WritingCoachTeresa.com  attracts thousands of readers each month, so, please promote yourselves by 
going to her website, click on “Teresa’s Blog” and submit comments on blog posts that interest you. (To submit a 
comment: click on the blue title bar of the blog post you’re interested in, scroll down to get the boxes, fill in boxes and 
click on “submit comment” button so that Teresa’s fans will see your names and URLs.)  Coach Teresa’s motto:  “Reach 
out, not stress out, when pursuing your dreams.” 

 
 

Redwood Writers Odd Month Reading  

Sunday, January 22nd 

THEME FOR THE MONTH:  Living in the future 
 or living in the past. 
  

Central Library in downtown Santa Rosa, 2:30-4:30. 
Email Jeane Slone at info@jeaneslone.com to read. 
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January's RW SOCO Reading   

 Start off the year by participating in the Redwood Writers Open Mic readings on Saturday, 
January 28th, at SoCo Coffee. The readings will be from 6-8:30 with a 5:30 sign in time for open mic 
readings— first come-first serve. Redwood Writers has purchased a new sound system to enhance 
the listeners’ pleasure. Come out to enjoy the readings, even if you don’t read aloud that day. 
Guests are welcome. 
 Mother/daughter poets Leslie Simon and Caya Schaan will kick off the evening’s readings 
while they read from their work during the first hour. Following a break RW will feature an open mic 
session featuring readings by anyone, with any type of readings. Emcee for the evening will be RW 
member Abby Bogomolny. Open mic readings are limited to five-minutes each. 
 Leslie Simon is the author of Collisions and Transformations: New and Selected Poems and 
co-author of A Music I No Longer Heard: The Early Death of a Parent. In 1975, she founded Poetry for 
the People, originally a performing and publishing collective that became a course at City College of 
San Francisco and UC Berkeley. She is also former chair of the Women’s Studies Department and the 
founder of Project Survive. Caya Schaan is a poet and counselor who lives and works in San Francisco. 
 RW SOCO Reading at SOCO Coffee, 1015 4th Street at Brookwood, Santa Rosa. The easiest 
driving directions if coming from the 101 freeway, is to take College Ave. exit and go east. Stay on College straight 
through the Brookwood Ave. stoplight, then go one short block and turn right on Chinn St.  Go about 2 short blocks to 
SoCo Coffee on your right, on the corner of 4th street and Brookwood Ave.  Please help support the venue with the 
purchase of a beverage or snack from SoCo. 
 To participate in SoCo Coffee’s book sales, contact Celebrity Promotions headed by Bob Fischer and Jim 
Johnson. They will also work with local authors to schedule their own readings and book signings at SoCo. Contact 
jim@jimjohnsonassociates.info or phone 707-571-0226.—Robin Moore 

 
 

Vintage Voices Anthology 2012 
 Submissions are already coming in for the 2012 Vintage Voices Anthology, which will be a tribute to Jack London 
and a fundraiser for Jack London State Park. 
 Submission Dates are January 1, 2012 to March 1, 2012. 
 The executive editorial team for the anthology includes Arlene Miller, Jean Wong, and Charles Markee. We will 
need at least six or seven editors to work with the authors once the pieces have been selected, and also a couple of 
proofreaders and possibly someone skilled in formatting in Word. Joann Rosen of Wordrunner Press will once again be 
taking care of our production. CreateSpace will be printing the book.  
 Here are the guidelines: 
1. There are some prompts on the RW website under 2012 Anthology to get you thinking. Writings do not have to be 
about Jack London or connected to him in any way. 
2. Each Redwood Writer member may submit one poem and one prose piece. (This includes the editorial team and 
anyone else who helps us.) All submissions are FREE. 
3. The following types of writing will be accepted: Poetry, Flash Fiction, Short Stories, Memoir, Essays, Interviews, and 
Journalistic Pieces. Remember that Jack London was passionate, prolific, and an activist. 
4. Please limit poems to two pages in 12-point font or about 50 lines. That should come out to one or two pages in the 
anthology. Prose should be a maximum of 2000 words. However, flash fiction should be a maximum of 500 words. 
5. Submit all pieces by e-mail, and paste your writing into the body of the e-mail. Please send each submission (if you 
have two) in a separate e-mail. Include an approximately 50-word biography with your submission.  
6. Please proofread your work, bring it to your critique group, work with an editor—whatever will create your most 
fabulous writing! No typos or misspellings! 
 E-mail your submissions to anthology@redwoodwriters.org. Pieces not meeting the guidelines will be returned. 
One more thing: Please send me an e-mail at the above address voting for your favorite subtitle: 
  1. Vintage Voices: Call of the Wild or 
  2. Vintage Voices: The Spirit of Jack London 
E-mail me with any questions. E-mail is on the website under Anthology. —Arlene Miller, 2012 Anthology Editor         3

RW member Lee 
Stein is shown 
reading at an earlier 
reading at SoCo 
Coffee. 
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Redwood Writers Conference 
 Keynote Speaker:  

DAVID CORBETT: In Character 
—By Sandy Baker 

 
 David Corbett, award-winning novelist from the East Bay, returns to 
the Redwood Writers conference in April as both the event’s keynote speaker 
and breakout session presenter. A master of complex characters and 
convoluted plots, Corbett will invite us to take a good look at the realities of 
writing and publishing today and to embrace the changes in order to remain 
viable in our chosen genres.  
 Fifteen years as a private investigator in San Francisco have given David 
Corbett more than enough real-world material for his contemporary crime fiction. 
His first novel, The Devil’s Redhead, was well-received and nominated for both 
the Anthony and Barry Awards for Best First Novel of 2002.  
 He followed that up with Done for a Dime, named a New York Times Notable Book. Blood of Paradise followed in 
2007 and Do They Know I’m Running? in 2010. Both received widespread praise and additional awards. 
 Corbett’s novels are available in various formats including hardcover, paperback, audio, and eBook—all the 
platforms he will discuss in his opening keynote address.  
 He says, “With the multi-media possibilities intrinsic to eBooks, writers will be challenged to provide content 
that exploits the medium’s possibilities, not just becoming versed in the demands of scriptwriting, but seeking out and 
nurturing relationships with art designers, filmmakers, actors and musicians in an increasingly competitive 
environment.” 
 Do we, as writers, to be competitive in the marketplace, have to become actors in our own YouTube videos, 
creating trailers, playing music—or at least speaking knowledgeably with musicians, designing our own websites with 
artistic flare, and adding appealing music and video? It sounds like the time of “writing the great American novel” as we 
knew it is disappearing. 
 Corbett, a recognized expert in “character,” will give us his take on the wide-ranging topic about these new 
platforms. Not only that, but we are doubly fortunate that he will lead a Craft breakout session entitled, “The Next Step: 
Finding the Character Behind the Character.”  
 Get ready to learn how to “use people in your own lives for raw material, and how to plumb personal 
experiences of profound emotional impact.” 
 Dynamic and electrifying, Corbett will have us rapt with attention no matter which topic he addresses. I know— 
I was in his breakout session on Character at the 2010 Conference! The downside—his new book Character won’t be 
released until January 2013. 

 

The Social Media Maven, the Grammar Guru, and the PR Pro  
Speaking at the Redwood Writers Conference in April 

—By Sandy Baker 
Three Redwood Writers, three women, three conference presenters in three different tracks—our own Frances Caballo, 
Arlene Miller, and Jeane Slone, will generously share their expertise. And all three are entrepreneurs as well! 
 For years, Frances Caballo was a reporter, director of development, and communications director for regional 
and national non-profits. But 2008 was the defining year for her when she “first dabbled in social media.” She’s never 
looked back though she’s still involved in communications of a different nature. Enter the social media channels that 
most of us are still wrestling with: Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, and now Scoop.it and Twylah. Huh? 
 Caballo says social media are here to stay and subtly implies that if we’re writers who wish to be successful, 
we’d better get on the train before it leaves the station. None of us has big marketing budgets, and we certainly cannot 
travel all over the country promoting our books. The various social media “is equivalent to having your book in a variety 
of stores throughout the community and beyond.”   (Continued)     4 
 

David Corbett 
RW Conference 2012 Keynote 

Speaker 
“Beyond the Book: Writing 

Opportunities in a Multi-Platform 
Era” 

 



 In the Marketing track, Caballo will focus on using Facebook effectively, i.e., how to 
incorporate applications to boost sales and see what other authors are doing. Start small, she 
advises, with one social media channel at a time. Master that one and begin on another. Mostly 
have fun, she says. 
 What’s Caballo up to besides trying to stay ahead of the social media curve? She 
established her own social media consulting business, ACT Communications; she’s trying to finish 
up a novel that’s 10 years in the writing; and she’s working on a book of social media for e-
publishing. She’s also on the Redwood Writers board and the “Next Step” conference team. 

 

 
Always excelling in grammar, Arlene Miller figures she was born with it in her DNA. The more 
she learned, the more she loved it and the more she noticed folks making the same mistakes 
over and over. Even as an editor and teacher, she saw the same errors—that was impetus 
enough for her to write The Best Little Grammar Book Ever, now a local bestseller. 
 Miller is kind when she hears people make grammar mistakes. She may cringe but she 
keeps quiet “unless the person will suffer some negative consequence” from saying 
something wrong. When she hears radio or TV professionals making mistakes, besides 
probably flinging a verbal epithet at them, she wonders why they’re making tons more money 
than she is! 
 Are you guilty of any of these: confusing your and you’re; confusing its with it’s; creating a run-on sentence by 
using a comma to separate two sentences; and putting an apostrophe in a plural noun. Don’t get her started, she warns! 
 In her breakout session in the Craft of Writing track, Miller will focus on common grammar problems and 
obstacles to clear writing. She wants attendees to understand the importance of good grammar, even in fiction, and to 
feel more confident in their writing. 
 When Miller isn’t teaching at school in Petaluma, she’s still teaching. She has her own company, Bigwords 101, 
and conducts grammar and writing workshops for local companies. She’s also on the Redwood Writers board. In her 
spare time, she’s developing a workbook to accompany The Best Little Grammar Book Ever and contemplating another 
easy-to-use grammar book (shhhh, the title is a secret). 
 
Jeane Slone is the victim of her own success. What started out as a one-shot deal to help a local 
marketing person set up an outlet for local authors’ books at SoCo Coffee in Santa Rosa has turned 
into her representing more than 80 titles at 18 different shops throughout Sonoma County. She 
tracks sales, moves the books around to keep the bookshelves fresh, replenishes the books, and 
writes checks to the shop owners and the authors. And, she also pays herself a little percentage for 
all this work.  
 Slone writes a monthly book review for the Sonoma County Gazette that publishes a list of  
the shops that carry her author-client books. She just began a new program at Gaia’s Garden 
Restaurant in Santa Rosa, “Dining with Authors.” The kick-off night was very successful with seven 
authors reading, and 30 people coming to dine with an author whose book they’d not yet read. 
Recently, she formed her own company, Local Authors’ Distribution, and has hired another Redwood Writer to assist.  
 With all this activity, Slone still finds, no, makes time to write—5:00-7:00 a.m. most mornings. The trick, she 
says, is not to open up her emails. She has already published two fact-based novels, She Flew Bombers and She Built 
Ships During WWII, and is presently researching and writing a third, She Was a Spy During WWII. Slone was initially 
inspired when she saw a little article in an old newsletter about the WASPS at an Army base where her mother had been 
a WAC. That was the beginning of her three-year writing and publishing journey.  
 Slone has undoubtedly become a PR pro. She will share her experience and expertise in the conference 
Marketing track, demonstrating what can be done on the local scene to market one’s own books. Oh, she’s also a board 
member of the Redwood Writers.  
 The good news for you at the conference is that these three Redwood Writer-presenters are not teaching in the 
same time slot. That means you can catch all three presentations!       5 
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Member in the Spotlight: Waights Taylor, Jr. 
—By Karen Hart 
 “Just when you think you have finished a long journey, something happens 
that alters the planned itinerary, setting you on an entirely new course into new and 
unchartered territory,” writes Waights Taylor Jr. in the introduction of his latest 

book, Our Southern Home:  Scottsboro to Montgomery to BirminghamThe 
Transformation of the South in the Twentieth Century. 
 Taylor had just completed a first draft of a family memoir in 2004 when he 
received an email from Laura Anderson, assistant archivist at the Birmingham Civil 
Rights Institute. Anderson had come across the notes from an interview, dated 1947, 
between his father and two white professors who once taught at the all-black 
Talladega College in Alabama. She wondered if he was related to the Waights Taylor 
who had been interviewed. 

 When Taylor reviewed the notes, he became awarefor the first timeof his father’s involvement in the 
Scottsboro Boys’ tragedy, which started on March 25, 1931, in Alabama, well before he was born. That day a group of 
boys, black and white alike, illegally jumped a train to Memphis.  Two white girls were also on the train, and an 
altercation occurred amongst the boys. By one-thirty that afternoon, the train was stopped by a posse near Scottsboro, 
and nine of the black boys were charged with assault and attempt to murder the white boys. When one of the girls told 
the posse that she and the other girl had been gang raped, the infamous events known as the Scottsboro trials began. 
 After Taylor reviewed notes from the interview, he realized the memoir he’d just completed was about to 
undergo a complete metamorphosis. “The memoir is still sitting in my computer in various forms, but it transformed into 
a narrative history,” he says. 
 Our Southern Home tells the story of his father, Waights Taylor Sr., who worked to see that the Scottsboro boys 
received a fair trial, as well as Clarence Norris, one of the Scottsboro boys and iconic activist Rosa Parks. “As I started 
researching and writing about March 25, 1931, I realized that all three people were 18 years old and to me that was an 
epiphany,” says Taylor. “All three were involved in the case, and their three different life stories served as the book’s arc 
through the 20th Century.” 
 What three words does Taylor use to describe himself as a writer? “Tenacity.  Slave to detail and organized,” 
says Taylor. “You have to be when writing about history and organizing complex material into a readable form.” 
Taylor has two tips for fellow writers.  

1. Follow your passion. “However you choose what you write, when something grabs you, run with it. Just run with 
it.” 

2. Edit. Edit. Edit. “And not just yourself. You are the poorest editor of your own work that exists. Don’t hesitate to 
find and pay a good editor to do it.”  

Taylor lives in Santa Rosa with his wife, Liz, and is the author of Alfons Mucha’s Slav Epic: An Artist’s History of the Slavic 
People and Literary Ramblings. 

 

The Winter Workshops 2012 
GENRE 
Jan 21—Mystery, Thriller, Suspense with Kelli Stanley and Camille Minichino          
Hosted by Malena Eljumaily 
Jan 28—Romance with Rachael Herron, Sophie Littlefield and Juliet Blackwell 
Hosted by Sharon Hamilton 
Feb 4—Mainstream and Literary with Jeanne Miller and Joan Frank  
Hosted by Patsy Ann Taylor  
At the Petaluma Senior Center from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
*Member Cost: all three $90, individual $35 each 
Non-members: all three $105, individual $40 each  
Pre-register www.redwoodwriters.org or Workshops 10106 Old Redwood Hwy. Penngrove CA 94951. Please list dates 
on check.—Ana Manwaring, Chair   *Redwood Writers, CWC, RWA, SinC.   6 
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Poetry Place 
 

 
 
A Poem from The Farm Journal 
—Edytha Ryan 

 

In the big barn 
large stones with muffled voices 
dusty and solemn 
await their turn 
under the chisel 
 
Let them wait 
Today I write 
 
Writing isn’t work 
writing is drifting sideways through thought 
cutting word patterns 
like notes on sheet music 
that sing back the melody 
of the mind 
 
From this room 
I witness 
Myself  
in the world 
without distortion 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Brief Afternoon in Downtown Sebastopol 
—Catharine Bramkamp 
 
 
 

We walked with no purpose 
Over gray sidewalks 
Under gray skies 
Admiring window displays. 
Books. 
Bongos. 
Hemp skirts in natural colors. 
 
Fragile red maple leaves 
that remind us of Kwanza 
blow in perfect circles 
and noisily scratch the ground 
Now winter is coming. 
 

 

 

 

 

Editor’s Note: Poetry Place is now a 
regular feature in the newsletter. Each 
month a poem or two will be selected 
to be printed in the newsletter. Poems 
will be chosen based on the space 
available. Send one poem per person. 

Use 12 point Times New Roman font.  
Shorter poems work best. 
Send poems as a Word document and email to:  
Juanita J. Martin, Acquisitions Editor 
freelance@jmartinpoetwriter.com 
 
**Note: Poems need to be sent by the 10th of the 
month to be included in the following month’s issue. 
      7
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Member News 
 
My story “Missing Keys” was published in the December 8th edition of the Point Reyes 
Light (December 8 issue). Poor Mildred, she has so much trouble with her roses, and 
as for Fred, the new lounge chair doesn’t work any better than his others.—Susanna 
Solomon 

 
 
I attended the book launch in December for 
The High Country written by Redwood 
Writers member Richard Perce, DVM. The 
book signing was a great success. They sold 
98 copies in three hours and went through 
several gallons of cider, coffee and tea. The 
party like atmosphere in the stable of Dick’s 

equine veterinary clinic was jam packed with boot clad horse lovers.  
  It’s my opinion that those who enjoyed the James Herriot series of veterinary 
stories will love Dick’s novels. He’s already working on his second novel. The High Country is available on Amazon and as 
an ebook. http://www.amazon.com/High-Country-Richard-PerceDVM/dp/098314639X/ref=cm_cr_pr_product_top 
It’s also available locally through feed and western stores. —Robin Moore, Editor, The Redwood Writer 

 
 

  Kay Mehl Miller, author of Living with the Stranger in Me and Talking It Over: 
Understanding Sexual Diversity talks about loneliness in her blog on her new website, 
www.kaymehlmill.com. She has hyperlinked the word "loneliness" to a site on the subject, 
where the curious can test themselves on their perceptions of chronic loneliness. This recent 
blog post is a companion piece to her book on aging. Kay plans to also blog about LBGT, 
linking those thoughts to her book on sexual diversity. 
 The website is already indexed in Google. If one searches for the website or "kay 
mehl miller," pages of information pop up with prominent coverage of her books. Google 

uses arrows after the references to take the searcher directly to the link mentioned. Kay also found that her book is 
offered on many book selling websites, which is an amazing perk of being connected to the web. Kay suspects that the 
booksellers chose the book from a catalog provided by Create Space who published the book for her, but hasn't checked 

that out yet.  

 
 
 Exciting news!  My debut novel, a contemporary fantasy 
for ages 10 and up, Journey to Anderswelt, was released on 
Amazon on December 16th. It’s listed under my name, J. L. Jusaitis. 
  Lulu and Chloe begin their adventure in a bone cave 
before they find the key to saving the sensitive environment 
around Salzburg, Austria. Morey and Greg, their brainiac friends, 

complete the adventurous foursome as they journey to Anderswelt. 
            —Jeanne Jusaitis 

 
 
Amanda McTigue’s debut novel, Going to Solace, published by Harper Davis, will be released in 
May 2012. Steeped in the Appalachian culture of the Blue Ridge Mountains, Going to Solace 
tracks a handful of diverse characters whose paths cross at a local hospice called Solace. 
Through alternating points of view—some funny, some wrenching—their stories offer comfort 
in comfortless times. In addition, Amanda’s short story, “I Won’t Tell,” was just picked up for  
publication next spring (her very first!) by The Writing Disorder, an L.A.-based online journal.  8 
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Here's a blurb about The Tehran Triangle, written by Tom Reed (author of At The Abyss) and Sandy Baker: 

 From modern Tehran to the rail yards of El Paso to the gang lairs of Juarez, this thriller 
explodes into a riveting tale of Iran’s nuclear ambitions, exploiting the inattention of a distracted 
president at home. Fearless, multi-lingual CIA agent Elizabeth Mallory takes on the ruthless Iranian Col. 
Ashkhan Gharabaghi to halt a vengeful nuclear plot—a bomb in plain sight on American soil. As current 
as today’s headlines, The Tehran Triangle compels you to ask, “What if?” The political and technical 
chronicles through 2011 are accurate and true; fictional characters and a projection into 2012 have 
been added to carry the story. (This is not a kid story.) 
 

My next kid gardening book, Zack's Zany Zucchiniland, will be in the stores and Amazon by mid-
April. I hope you and your kids and grandkids will love Zack as he ventures on his own to plant a 
garden of zucchini, gourds, pumpkins, and watermelons.   
—Sandy Baker    
 

 
 My story, “The $10,000 Dive," about a blind salvage diver working in the Ohio River in 
1952, was published in the Winter 2011 edition of Dialogue. (Originally, Dialogue with the Blind 
was the title of the magazine until the current editor shortened title to Dialogue.) The magazine 
comes out of Salem, Oregon. I donated the use of the story. The editor wrote back, “Thank you 
for your donation of this article for one-time publication in Dialogue. Please also convey our 
deep appreciation to Carroll E. "Shorty" Cutting for making it possible for Dialogue readers to 
enjoy the remarkable story of Bert Cutting.” 
 The editor is blind but uses a computer that reads the incoming emails to him out loud or 
the editor can read them in Braille. My story will be printed in large type at the end of January 
2012 and will come out in Braille in a later edition. 
 Bert Cutting, the blind salvage diver in my story, has one son and many grandchildren 

who are pleased that Bert's story is finally getting into print. The photo was taken during the 
summer of 1952 when Bert was diving near Golconda, Illinois for those cars on the triple decker 
barge.—John J. Lesjack 

 
Hello Members: 
Please welcome our newest member, Conrad Bishop, to Redwood Writers. 
 
Also, I’m looking for anyone who would like to join our Registration Team. Once a month, when you come to the 
meeting, you would either help register, or work at the merchandise table, or at the handouts table.  If we have enough 
members on the team, you don't even have to work once a month.  If you're not going to be able to make the meeting, 
just let me know in advance and I won't schedule you.  It's a great way to meet your fellow members and learn more 
about the club and its events. Please contact me directly if you'd be interested in joining the team. 
Thanks so much, and see you at the meetings. —Julie A. Winrich, Redwood Writers Membership Chair 

 
The Redwood Writer  

Deadline is the 15th of each month 
P.O. Box 4687 
Santa Rosa, CA 95402 
Email submissions to: editor@redwoodwriters.org 
Editor: Robin Moore 
Acquisitions Editor: Juanita J. Martin  
Copy Editor: Arlene Miller 
Copy Editor: Farrell Winter 
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Announcements 
To all those interested in Genre Meets before the General Membership meetings- 
We will meet on January 8, 2012 at 1:30 (prior to the Redwood Writers general meeting,)  for a 
brainstorming session to get things going. Thanks, —Thonie Hevron, RW Secretary 

 
Diane H. Davis is offering two hours of fun for parent/teen or friend/friend teams, “Create a 
Valentine Poem.” The workshop is sponsored by the Community Outreach Program of Davis 
Publishing, and the low team rate of $10 covers materials and refreshments. Date/Time:  
Sunday, January 29th, 3:00 to 5:00pm. Call Diane at 664-8656 to register and get directions. Let’s 
enjoy time together, having fun. 
 Davis Publishing publishes local writers on self-help topics that are timely and of general 
interest. A Guide Sheet and editing help is available to assist in developing your book – almost 
everyone has some hard-won knowledge that could be organized and shared:  
www.davis-publishing.biz. 

 

Dine With Local Authors 
Monday, January  9th, 6 p.m. 
Come to Gaia's Garden International Vegetarian Buffet, 1899 Mendocino Ave., SR (next to 
Community Market.) 
Six authors will read from their books then answer questions. 
Reserve a seat with a specific author by emailing Jeane Slone, info@jeaneslone.com or call 
544-2491. 
 Sign Can You, non-fiction by Paul Greenberg 
 Our Southern Home, narrative history, by Waights Taylor, Jr. 
 I Am A Lot of Things, children's book by Dianna L. Grayer, Ph.D with ten-
year-old illustrator, Sierra Atkins 
 Grief Denied, Vietnam Widow's memoir by Pauline Laurent 
 Daoist Bones, poetry by Gu Shen Yu 
 The Valley Spirit, martial arts memoir, by Lindsey Wei 
Please come out and support our local authors and bring your friends! The 
dinner is very inexpensive and the atmosphere and mic system are super.  
—Jeane Slone 

 
Writing Classes with Ana Manwaring 

IN PENNGROVE:  
Craft & Critique  
In 2012: Seasoned and new writers looking to improve their writing, we'll discuss  
the basics of prose craft and the how-to of literary critique. Handouts, short lectures, 
prompts, readings, critique practice and lots of inspiration.  
Six class meetings 
PenGrove Revision Groups  
In 2012: for long fiction and memoir (on-going) Tuesdays 9:30-12:30  
call for info 415-827-1468 Limited to 6.  
IN ST. HELENA          
Napa Valley College Creative Writing 
Three Spring sessions:  707-967-2900   www.napavalley.edu 
Creative Writing Workshop Thursdays 1-3 pm 
For information and to register for writing classes: 
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Hey everyone, 
Here is a brand new blog dedicated to helping spread the word about authors, their books, 
websites, blogs, etc. 
It also has an opportunity for your book to be featured, for you to write guest posts, etc. 
If you're looking for more notice, I'd suggest contacting her now while it's still shiny and new. 

Here are the links: 
http://bookspagesblogs.blogspot.com/  main blog address 
http://bookspagesblogs.blogspot.com/p/what-we-offer.html  listing of the information wanted.  Yes, there is a lot of 
redundancy, but follow the format to help her out. 
http://www.facebook.com/BooksPagesBlogs  The Facebook page 
During the first week the blog was up it already had over a thousand hits.  I think that's an impressive start. 
Bonne chance!—Linda C. McCabe  

 
CWC News:  BLOGS AND BOOK DEALS HELP US SHINE 
 Last month’s column entitled “Calling All Bloggers” produced interesting proof that the CWC definitely has 
serious bloggers who reach huge audiences. 
 Member Bill Belew (http://billbelew.com/speaking/) who spoke at San Fernando Valley Branch’s December 
meeting, has taken 10 topics to more than 1 million unique visitors each and well over 50 million views overall, has two 
published books and has addressed Mexico’s largest Writers’ Conference, Asia’s Largest Publishing Convention, and 
spoken in Thailand, New York City and to many of the California Writers Club branches. 
 Member Aline Soules (http://alinesoules.wordpress.com/poem-tips/) began her list of “Poem Tips” before 
blogs, before social networking and even before computers. She switched to a blogging format about two years ago.  
Now writers and teachers around the country refer to it. Aline appreciates the easy communication, wide application 
and ability to ensure that everyone has the latest version of her material. 
 Redwood’s Arletta Dawdy (http://arlettawrites.wordpress.com/) made glowing statements on her blog about 
Redwood’s Robin Moore’s (http://robinofrockridge.wordpress.com/) reading at a Redwood Writers meeting, thereby 
illustrating a “tag team” strategy that gets their word out while promoting fellow CWC members and expanding their 
readership. 
 Utilizing another very effective tool, High Desert members partnered with Barnes & Noble on a fundraiser that 
raised revenue for and awareness of their branch. The CWC might want to consider this approach statewide, either for 
all of 2012 or around California Writers Week in October. 
 So sail on until next time. But wait! The responses to our last set of questions encourage me to pose another: 
Can a traditional writer earn a living in the Internet Age? Please send your comments to pr@calwriters.org and we can 
share them with the rest of the CWC. 
 Thanks in advance. 
 Donna McCrohan Rosenthal, PR chair, pr@calwriters.org 

 
 

 
PRIVATE POETRY LINE 
ISSUE 19, OCTOBER 31,2011  
An email magazine for previously published poems, presented by California State Poetry Society, P.O. Box 7126, Orange,  
CA 92863 
President, Kate Ozbirn:  kateozbirn@yahoo.com   
Editor, Russell Salamon: thesalamons@earthlink.net  
Included is information about contests, submission guidelines, history, etc., below this issue's poems, except for 
membership data and editorial notes and letters. 
—Submitted by Zara Raab 
 Editor’s Note: This organization requires a membership fee. Contact them for more information. 
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Winter Workshops 
2012 
GENRE 

Jan 21—Mystery, Thriller, Suspense with Kelli Stanley and 

Camille Minichino 

Hosted by Malena Eljumaily 

 

Jan 28—Romance with Rachael Herron, Sophie Littlefield 

and Juliet Blackwell 

Hosted by Sharon Hamilton 

 

Feb 4—Mainstream and Literary with Jeanne Miller and 

Joan Frank  

Hosted by Patsy Ann Taylor  
 

At the Petaluma Senior Center from 10 am to 1 pm 
 

*Member Cost: all three $90, individual $35 each 

Non-members: all three $105, individual $40 each  

 

Pre-register www.redwoodwriters.org or Workshops 10106 Old Redwood Hwy. Penngrove 

CA 94951 Please list dates on check 
 

*Redwood Writers, CWC, RWA, SinC 
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Save the Dates: 

http://www.redwoodwriters.org/


 

Join in Redwood Writers 2nd Playwriting Contest! 
 

Prize! Winning plays will be performed at the  
Redwood Writers Play Festival Fundraiser in June! 

 

 Open to members of CWC and general public in Sonoma, Solano, Marin, Napa, 
Mendocino, and Lake Counties 

 Deadline February 29 (leap for it!) 

 Awards will be presented at April General Meeting 
 
Submission rules: 
   No special form to fill out. Just follow below: 
 Play must be 10-minutes in length  
 Play cannot have more than 4 characters 
 $6 per play for CWC members; $8 non-members 
 Maximum of 2 plays per person 
 Play cannot have been performed before, anywhere 
 Format: 12 point font, Times Roman, single spaced 
 On play: name of play (do not print author name) 
 On cover letter: name of play, author name, email, phone, and 60 word Bio  
 Submit as email or snail mail. 
 There is no formal submission form, only these instructions. 
 
Email Submits:  
Send to lindareid100@sbcglobal.net 
Email submissions must be received by midnight February 29th  
Send fees to mailing address below 
 
Snail Mail Submits: (Also send fees to this address) 
Linda Loveland Reid, 1734 E Cotati Ave, Penngrove, CA 94951 
Snail mail submissions must be post marked Feb 29. 
 
For more info www.redwoodwriters.org or lindareid100@sbcglobal.net 
 
Judges   
 
To be announced. 
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Reader Theatre Workshop 

Find out what Readers Theatre is all about! This 
workshop will provide an overview of script selection 
and editing, staging, and the basics of oral 
interpretation vs. reading.  

Led by Lee Jenkins, Professor of 
Communications and Performance Studies at 
San Francisco State University. 

Fee: $25 - Go to www.petalumareaderstheatre.com to register!  

DATE 
Saturday January 14, 2012 

9am - 12pm 

LOCATION 
ClearHeart Gallery 

368 Petaluma Blvd North 
Petaluma, CA 94952 

322-0009 
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